Online Resource Contents: Release 1

The Fountas & Pinnell Classroom™ Online Resource consist of a range of resources organized to support teaching, including Shared Reading audio books, a forthcoming video library, instructional context lessons, recording forms for Guided Reading, and more.

Below is a list of what you will have access to in each of the instructional contexts Online Resources.

Interactive Read-Aloud Online Resources

- Printable Lessons
- Book Lists
- General Resources
  - Interactive Read-Aloud Record Keeping Form
  - Weekly Lesson Plan
  - Animal Categories form
  - Circle Flow Chart
  - Farm Animal Facts
  - Nonfiction Book Chart
  - Story Map
  - Story Map Flow Chart
  - Questions and Answers form
- Parent Letter
- Unpacking Sheet
- IRA Test Set Labels

Phonics, Spelling, and Word Study Lessons Online Resources

- Printable Lesson Specific Resources
- General Resources (Also labeled as “SETS” at the drop down menu)
Shared Reading Online Resources

- Printable Lessons
- Audio Books
- Shared Poetry Charts
- Book Lists
- General Resources
  - Weekly Lesson Plan
  - Masking Cards
  - Two-Column Sorting Sheet
  - Three-Column Sorting Sheet
  - Sequence Charts
  - Alphabet Linking Chart
  - Consonant Cluster Chart
  - 25 Ways to Use Magnetic Letters at Home
  - Squares
  - Triangles
  - Rectangles
  - Ovals
  - Circles
  - Hearts
  - Letter Minibooks
- Parent Letter
- Unpacking Sheet
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Guided Reading Online Resources

- Printable Lessons
- Recording Forms
- Book Lists
- General Resources
  - Guided Reading Record Keeping Form
  - Weekly Lesson Plan
  - Problem and Solution Chart
  - Story Pattern
  - Comic Strip
- Parent Letter
- Work Board Icons
- Unpacking Sheet

Independent Reading Online Resources

- Printable Conferring Card
  - General Prompts
  - Fiction Texts
  - Nonfiction Texts
  - Biography (grade 2)
- Folktales
- Book Lists
- General Resources
  - Independent Reading Record Keeping Form
  - Reading Interview Sheet
  - Weekly Lesson Plan
- Parent Letter
- Unpacking Sheets
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